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Abstract 
Rolling element bearings are the most crucial part of any rotating machines. The failures of bearing without warning will result 
catastrophic consequences in many situations. Therefore condition monitoring of bearing is very important. In this paper, 
artificial intelligence techniques are used to predict and analyses the bearing faults. Experiments were carried out on rolling 
bearing having localized defects on the various bearing components for wide range of speed and vibration signals were stored.  
Condition monitoring systems is divided in two important part one feature extraction and second diagnosis through extracted 
features. Daubechies wavelet is popular for smoothing of signals so, it is chosen for reducing the background noise from 
vibration signal. Kurtosis, RMS, Creast factor and Peak difference as suitable time domains features are extracted from 
decompose time velocity signals. Back propagation multilayer neural network was train and tested by 369 pre-treated normliesed 
features. Support vector machine is also used for the same data for predicting bearing faults. Finally, it is found that Support 
vector machine techniques gives better results over ANN. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICOVP 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
Bearings are said to be the heart of any rotating elements and their result is important in various industries such as 
automation industries, aeronautical industries, and production plants. Bearing is one of the essential elements of 
rotating machinery to the present sophisticated information about the fault. Due to the high operating speed, large 
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load and severe working conditions are the common cause of baring failure. The development of reliable monitoring 
systems has been the focus of various undertakings in a wide array of industries involving rotary machinery to 
prevent machine performance degradation and malfunction, or even catastrophic failures. To detect an abnormal 
condition, vibration information is widely used, since vibration signals contain the dynamic characteristics of the 
machine condition and therefore early detection of incipient failure can be easily detected.  
There are two important stages to implement the fault diagnosis process: the first is signal processing, for feature 
extraction and noise diminishing, and the second one consists of signal classification, based on the characteristics 
obtained in the previous stage. Diagnosis is generally much more difficult than detection since different faults may 
exhibit similar symptoms and several faults may occur at the same time.  
Fault detection and diagnosis is a sequential process involving two steps: feature extraction and decision-making 
(diagnosis). Alguindigue et al.(1993) have used Low and High frequency spectra to detect incipient faults and severe 
defects and Artificial Neural Network used to develop methodology for monitoring and diagnosis of vibrating 
component.[1] Two neural network based approaches, a multilayered feed forward neural network trained with 
supervised Error Back Propagation technique and an unsupervised Adaptive Resonance Theory-2 (ART2) based 
neural network were used for automatic detection/diagnosis of localized defects in ball bearings by Subrahmanyam 
et al..[2] Vyas N. S. et al. (2001) have used neural network for five different primary faults and their combinations. 
Statistical moments of the vibration signals of the rotor-bearing system are employed to train the network.[3]  Tse P. 
W..et al. have perform real comparison between ED and Wavelet analysis and conclude that wavelet analysis is 
more convenient method for the machine operator to use in bearing fault diagnosis.[4] The features are obtained 
from direct processing signal and used in the input layer consists of five nodes, one each for root mean square, 
variance, skewness, kurtosis and normalized sixth central moment of the time-domain vibration signals. The effects 
of some preprocessing techniques like high-pass, band-pass filtration, envelope detection (demodulation) and 
wavelet transform of the vibration signals, prior to feature extraction, are studied and presented.[5] Pandya D. H. et 
al. (2013) have used time domain features Crestfactor, Kurtosis, skewness and Shapfacotr for classification of faults 
through APF-K nearest neighbor algorithm.[6] Lou et. al. have used the wavelet transform to process the 
accelerometer signals and to generate feature vectors.[7] Fault feature extraction approach based on empirical mode 
decomposition (EMD) method and autoregressive (AR) model used for roller bearings by Junsheng  et al.[8]. Peng et 
al. have modeled the vibration signals by means of wavelet modulus maximal method for Singularity analysis and 
conclude that the three parameters are excellent fault features for pattern recognition fault patterns.[9] Sreejith et al. 
have used Normal negative log-likelihoodvalue and kurtosis value extracted from time-domain vibration signals for 
input features for the neural network. For  Fault diagnosis of rolling element bearing.[10] Gharavolet al. have used 
first time spectrally condensed data based onthe truncated fast Fourier transform and discrete wavelet transform in 
cooperation with artificial neural networks are not used to estimate the bearing of wave fronts in smart antenna 
systems.[11] Upadhyay S. H. et al. have presented a mathematical model to investigate the nonlinear dynamic 
behavior of a high speed rotor bearing system due to defects of rolling elements.[12] Chebil  J. et al. have discussed 
the choice between the discrete wavelet transform and the discrete wavelet packet transform, along with the choice 
of the mother wavelet and some of the common extracted features for the Detection and Diagnosis of Faults in 
Rolling Element Bearings.[13] Tian  Z. et al. have develop an ANN approach utilizing both failure and suspension 
condition monitoring histories.[14] Castejo´n et al. have used  Multi resolution analysis (MRA)  in a first stage in 
order to extract the most interesting features from signals and in  a second stage as inputs of a supervised neural 
network(NN) for classification for Automated diagnosis of rolling bearings.[15]  
In this paper, vibration signals are first de noising by wavelet transform after that time domain features are 
extracted, which is used for further classification of fault by ANN and SVM. In this work, an experimental vibration 
signal of velocity is used for normal and faulty bearings are normalize for input signals of ANN and SVM. Here 
discussion has been carried out to analyse the effect of size of faults and different loading condition at wide range of 
speed.  
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2. Brief review of Wavelet Transform, ANN, SVM  
2.1.  Wavelet Transform 
This wavelet methodology includes a wide range of tools, such as the wavelet transform, multi-resolution 
analysis, time-scale analysis, time-frequency representations. For time domain analysis it is fundamental importance 
of statistical predication or analysis.[16]  In practice, the decomposition of signal can be determined iteratively, with 
successive approximations being computed in turn, so that a signal is decomposed into many lower-resolution 
components.[11] This decomposed also used for filtering signals. By using reconstruction filters, finally we get 
smooth signal by removal of constituent noise from initial signal. Ingrid Daubechies invented what are called 
‘compactly supported orthonormal wavelets’ thus making discrete wavelet analysis practical. These wavelets have 
no explicit expression. In this work, after using iteration ‘Daubechies-6’ wavelet was give smooth signal. 
‘Daubechies-6’ wavelet was used for all collected vibration data for noise removal.[11] 
2.2. Artifitial Neural Network 
The network architecture is referred in terms of numerals as, the number of neurons in the input layer, the number 
of neurons in the hidden layer and the number of neurons in output neurons. ANN consists of a set of nodes inlayers 
connected through weight element called synapses. Also neural network performance are depends on learning rule 
and topography and activation function. The first step in a processing element or node operation is to compute the 
weighted sum of all of the inputs called summation function. The summation function can be more complex than 
just the simple input and weight sum of products. Some summation functions have an additional process applied to 
the result before it is passed on to the transfer function. In the transfer function the summation total can be compared 
with some threshold to determine the neural output. The commonly used transfer functions are linear, threshold 
functions, sigmoid functions and logarithmic functions. The logsic function was selected in the ANN classifier used 
in this work. This transfer function is widely used in back propogation network. 
2.3. Suport vector Method 
SVM is the best classifier compare to other conventional classifiers, because with limited samples it was work 
well. SVM classifier worked in many classification problems likes face recognition, handwritten digit 
recognition.[17]  It has very good generalization ability. SVM worked on the base of structural risk minimization in 
statistic learning theory.  
To classify the two different classes SVM worked as follow. 
Consider a training set as 
{ ( Xi, Yi), i=1,…..n, Xiא  Rd, Yi א  { +1, -1}}       (1) 
Where is the feature vectors, is the label assigned to the vectors as a class. Two class are linearly separable 
by optimal hyper plane, which will consider the optimization problem. The aim of the SVM classifier is to minimize 
the margin between two classes to distinguishing them.[18] In practice  nonlinear components in classification of 
system, Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVMs)  widely used  method for the estimation of additive 
models. In this work LSSVM was used for classification of bearing faults. 
3. Experimental procedure  
In present work, tests were carried out using experimental set up shown in figure 1. Shaft having diameter of 25 
mm is supported by two bearings. One end of the shaft is connected to motor with the help of coupling and other 
end of the shaft is free to placed rotor mass. At shown in the figure 1 at the center part side power screw 
arrangement is made to applied radial load. Bearings were placed in the adjustable pedestal. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental set up in laboratory 
 (A)Variable Speed Control, (B) Flexible Coupling, (C) Laser Beam Prob., (D) Load Adjustment Screw, (E) Accelerometer, (F) Tested Bearing 
with Housing, (G) Motor, (H) Fresh Bearing with Housing, (I) Load Disc, (J) Base with Antivibration Pad, (K) Vibration Analyzer 
   
 
Fig.  2. Figure of inner race fault and roller fault. 
 
In the present work, the experiments are carried out on NJ-305 radial cylindrical roller bearing which is placed in 
far end from motor. Geometric parameters of bearing are listed in table 1. 
Table 1. Geometric parameter of the bearing NJ 305 
D1        Outer diameter             62 mm Z         No. of rollers 11 
D2 Inner diameter 25 mm Dm Pitch Diameter(D1+D2)/2 43.5 mm 
Dr1 Outer race diameter        54 mm Pd Internal clearance 0.025 mm 
Dr2 Inner race diameter        34 mm m Mass of the bearing 0.29 kg 
l length of roller 11 mm M        Mass or rotating disc 0.5 kg 
d Diameter of roller          10 mm              
 
For getting different signals of bearing defects, defects are made in different components by using EDM shown 
in figure 2. One side defect free was placed and other side defective bearing was placed. These defects were 
introduced one at a time and the vibration signals of the rotor were picked up from the bearing pedestal by 
accelerometers. Vibration acceleration signals were collected from a normal bearing and different defective bearings 
under no load and 25N load and different speed conditions. Two channel vibration analyser VIBEX-II of 
Pruftechniqe used for signal acquisition. Signals were obtained for seven rotor speed in the range of 600-3000 rpm 
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in step of 400 rpm for different types of faults. Size of fault for inner race and roller were made by EDM as 0.25mm, 
0.5mm, 0.75mm, 1.0mm, 1.25 mm. For Outer race three sizes of faults 0.25mm, 0.75mm and 1.25mm were used for 
experiment. 
4. Implementation of Proposed Methodology 
The signals were processed to obtain various statistical parameters with equation 2., and these inputs were used to 
train the neural network. At first stage extracted data were denoised  by using db-6 wavelet. In order to retain all the 
relevant features of the signal, amplitude and phase information at a reasonably large number satirical data  mean, 
peak difference,  Kurtosis, RMS, and Crest factor were extracted after denoising. Total 369 features were extracted 
and normalized. Out of these, 173 data sets randomly selected were used for training and testing of ANN and SVM.  
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4.1 ANN model 
The seven inputs were used to the ANN include the speed, loading condition, and statistical features shown 
above. The input signals were normalized between 0 and 0.9 before feeding them to the network. The target output 
was made on single output node. The dimension of the target output vector is equal to the number of primary faults 
for which the data are available. Since, four types of primary faults were introduced in the laboratory rig. The target 
output vector is chosen to have a value equal to either 1 or 0. A number equal to 1 in dimension represents   the 
presence of a particular fault, while a number equal to 0 indicates its absence.  
4.2 The ANN training 
In all these models logsic transfer function was used between input layer and output layer. And hard limit transfer 
function was used between hidden layer and output layer. Several algorithms are available for training neural 
networks, such as the standard back propagation algorithm and the Levenberg-Marquardt(LM) algorithm. 50 models 
were trained by early stopping methods and 20 models were trained by LM algorithm.  
4.3 ANN model simulation  
After training, all 70 models were simulated using test data and test targets to get the predicted output by 
respective trained ANN. Prediction errors result was also created after simulation of model.   
4.4 SVM model and simulation 
Bearing faults were also classified by using Least Square Support Vector Machine. As per literature review it 
needs less input features compare to others. Here only RMS and kurtosis is used for classification of bearing faults. 
Signals were back to back windowing before extracting these two features. Size of fault was also considered for 
classification of bearing faults. For each rpm and each fault 8 X 2 data set was used for training & testing of SVM. 
Total 72 X 2 data set were used for training and 45 X 2 data set were used for testing of SVM.  
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5. Results And Discussion 
The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) model with 5 neurons in two hidden layer each has produced absolute fraction 
of variance (R2) values of 0.85259 for the training data, and 0.8991 for the test data for inner race defects shown in 
figure 3. Similarly for roller defects LM model produced absolute variance R values of 0.8183 for training and 
0.88209 for testing and for outer race defects the value of R were 0.71387 for training and 0.87932 for testing. 
Among all 70 models LM55 (LM training algorithm, and 5-5 number of neurons in hidden layer) model was 
considerably best for the bearing faults prediction capability.  
 
 
Fig. 3. LM55 Model Linear Fitting in Training & Testing for Inner race defect 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of Experimental result and ANN output result for Inner race faults  
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Actual output and output during training for inner race faults were plotted in figure 4.  It shows that good 
comparison between normalized outputs. It shows that less error in prediction of bearing faults. However training 
error is higher than testing error. The problem for over fitting may occur during the ANN training. Similar outputs 
were also getting from ANN for outer race and roller of bearing.  
 
Table 2. Classification accuracy of ANN model.  
Type of Defect No. of datasets Classified correctly Misclassified datasets % Accuracy 
Inner race 173 156 17 90.17 
Roller 173 162 11 93.64 
Outer race 173 147 26 84.97 
 
Fifteen percentage variations were considered for prediction of type’s faults in bearing and it is tabulated in table 
2. It shows that good accuracy for roller faults compare to inner race and outer race. 
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Classification of different fault (b) Comparisons of input and output of bearing faults by LS-SVM 
 
    Table 3. Classification accuracy of LS-SVM model.  
No of class Classification of fault Classified correctly Misclassified datasets % Accuracy 
        1 Healthy bearing           4             1             80 
        2 Inner race defect, fault size 0.25 mm          4             1             80 
        3 Inner race defect,  fault size 0.5 mm          4             0             100 
        4 Inner race defect, fault size 0.75 mm          4             0             100 
        5 Roller defect, fault size  0.5 mm          4             1             80 
        6 Roller defect, fault size 0.75 mm          4             1             80 
        7 Outer race, defect fault size 0.25mm          4             1             80 
        8 Outer race, defect fault size 0.75mm          3             2             75 
        9 Outer race, defect fault size 1.25mm          5             0            100 
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Building of this LS-SVM model is relatively easier. Forty five data set were used for validate the SVM model. 
Output of LS-SVM during testing & training were classified in nine class of bearing defects with clear boundaries as 
shown in figure 5(a). Very fewer readings of faults cross its own cell boundaries. These shows it was good classifier. 
Figure 5(b) indicates the comparison of tested output and target output for each nine class.  Interpretation of 
correctly classified data from figure 5(b) was tabulated in table. 3.  It is clearly shows that 100 % classification 
accuracy for inner race defects with fault size of 0.5 mm & 0.75 mm and outer race defect with faults size of 1.25 
mm.   Lowest efficiency for outer raced defect with faults size of 0.75 mm was 75%. Average accuracy of fault 
classification was 86.11%. 
6. Conclusion 
Different localized defects and loading conditions with range of rotating speed are considered to analyze 
behavior of vibration signals for classification of bearing faults. LS-SVM model used with two input features RMS 
and kurtosis for classify types of bearing faults with defect size. Where, back propogation LM 55 model was used 
with seven input features for classify types of bearing faults. From the table 2 & 3, the results confirm the LS-SVM 
methods have good classification efficiency over back propagation artificial neural network with lower input and 
quantification of fault. 
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